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1.0 Executive Discussion

“Knowledge of wine is an important social asset.” 

— Elliott Mackey, founding member of the Society of Wine Educators

To Your Taste For Wine LLC is a company that is passionate about helping wine consumers to learn 
the skills they need to feel confident about buying wine, ordering wine in a restaurant, drinking wine 
or just talking about wine. To Your Taste For Wine has created an innovative, market-making product 
for consumers to learn about wine. Our primary market is wine consumers in the US, with a secondary 
market of wine educators in the US. 

Our product is the To Your Taste!® Wine Party Kit. The TYT Kit has everything wine consumers 
need to know and do to throw great wine-tasting parties, and it includes three games that 
help hosts and their guests learn how to taste wine, evaluate wine, and review wine just like 
the professionals do. 

TYT was created by a woman who is passionate about wine and is passionate about this product and 
what it can do for wine consumers. Heidi McLain is the “face” of To Your Taste! and will become a 
“celebrity brand” like Paula Deen or Martha Stewart. 

Our competitive edge comes from the advantage of our founder’s seven years of research and 
experience with helping consumers buy wine and her personal passion for the product. Ours is a 
superior product offering because of our use of the patented wine faults aromas, our unique format 
and innovative approach, and the overall high quality of our product. 

The keys to our success are: 
Finding the best price-quality ratio for production of our 
party kits. 
Maintaining sole-source contractual agreements with the 
producer of the wine faults aromas that are the keystone of 
our product.
Effectively communicating to wine consumers and wine 
educators our position as a provider of the best and most 
innovative tools for learning about wine.

Our objectives: 
Launch the TYT Kit in Year 1 with 2,500 units.
Increase production and sales to 6,000 in Year 2 and 13,000 in Year 3.
Establish distribution in Canada, UK and Australia by Year 3.

Heidi L. McLain, founder and CEO, leads our management team. A team of consultants in graphic 
design, accounting, legal, and business advisory services support her passion and vision. We believe 
this team has the skills needed to execute and sustain this plan.



2.0 Company 

TYT’s primary market is wine consumers in the US, with a secondary market of wine educators in 
the US. TYT is a privately owned limited liability company with a sole proprietor, Heidi L. McLain. 
The company is a legal entity in the State of Maryland. 

Our kit production will be executed by Shree Gajanan Prints in Hyderabad, India; the wine faults 
aromas are produced by AROMABAR in Karlsruhe, Germany and all of our sales operations will 
be conducted on the Amazon.com supply chain platform, from customer interface through to 
fulfillment and returns. 

3.0 Product 

The To Your Taste!® Wine Party Kit has everything wine consumers need to know and do to 
throw great wine-tasting parties, and includes three games that help them and their guests learn 
how to taste wine, evaluate wine, and review wine...just like the professionals do. Consumers play 
Taste It! and learn how to use the five steps to taste wine (See, Swirl, Smell, Sip and Swallow/Spit) 
and how to recognize a defective or flawed bottle of wine. They Evaluate It!—learning how to use 
the five steps to evaluate wine using the industry-standard 100-point scale. And they learn how 
to write hilarious, outrageous wine reviews using phrases from actual wine reviews in consumer 
wine magazines, when they play Review It!
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The TYT Kit includes a comprehensive scrapbook that guides the host before, during and after 
the parties; plate clips for guests to use during the party; and an instructional DVD for learning 
how to play the three games.

Production cost, including assembly in India, shipping/warehousing/fulfillment and US customs, 
is $66 per unit. The suggested retail price is $195. 

Customers also get membership in the To Your Taste! Party Space official online community for 
TYT partygoers, and features Forums, Galleries, Calendars, and our Blog. Our social networking 
site will become the most popular of its kind for wine consumers. 

Future editions of TYT will include calibrating one’s palate, wine/cheese pairing, red wine tasting, 
and white wine tasting.

4.0 Market 

In 2006 wine consumers outnumbered beer consumers in the US. By 2010, the US will be the 
world’s largest market for wine, by volume. Wine consumers under the age of 30 is the fastest- 
growing segment of this market, and this segment tends to buy premium wines priced over 
$20/btl. retail. 

There were 39M regular wine drinkers in the US in 2007. Of these, 23% are “Overwhelmed” by 
choices, and 12% are “Enthusiasts” willing to try new wines. This equals 14 million people in 
our target market, with a very conservative estimate of 2.33 million customers—that’s just  
1 out of 6 of our target market.

The following table from the “Project Genome” study by Nielson Co. and commissioned by 
Constellation Wines US shows that a large segment of the US consumer population is “overwhelmed” 
by wine. This segment can be characterized as follows: 

Overwhelmed (23% of consumers) 
Overwhelmed by sheer volume of choices on store shelves. 
Like to drink wine, but don’t know what kind to buy and may select by label. 
Looking for wine information in retail settings that’s easy to understand. 
Very open to advice, but frustrated when there’s no one in the wine section to help.
If information is confusing, they won’t buy anything at all. 
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An additional segment of “Enthusiasts” comprises 12% of consumers, and can be characterized 
as follows: 

Enthusiasts (12% of consumers) 
Entertain at home with friends, and consider themselves knowledgeable about wine.
Live in cosmopolitan centers, affluent suburban spreads or comfortable country settings. 
Like to browse the wine section, publications, and are influenced by wine ratings and 
reviews.
47% buy wine in 1.5L size as “everyday wine” to supplement their “weekend wine.” 
98% buy wine over $6 per bottle, which accounts for 56% of what they buy on a volume 
basis. 

These two segments comprise over 1/3 of the consumer market. Our product is ideally suited for 
both of these segments and we see these consumers as our core market. 
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4.1 Target Market Segment Strategy 

Given our Target Market of Overwhelmed and Enthusiast consumers, we further segment this 
market into the following demographic and socio-economic characteristics that we feel are the 
best and most likely customers for our products. According to the Wine Market Council:

“Generation X adults, now mostly in their 30s, are taking to wine in significant numbers. 
Moreover, the Millennial generation, now entering young adulthood, is exhibiting the 
same receptivity to wine that leading edge Baby Boomers did more than 30 years ago. Like 
the Baby Boom generation, their numbers are so great as to make their dominance in the 
market inevitable, and they offer the wine industry the kind of growth potential not seen 
in more than thirty years. 

There are 77 million Baby Boomers (ages 43 to 61 in 2007), compared to a 44 million 
Generation X population (ages 31 to 42 in 2007). But the Millennial generation is a group 
of some 70 million. The eldest among this group turned 30 in 2007. They add, on average, 
5 percent more new adults to the U.S. population per year than did Generation X, and their 
taste and lifestyle choices will drive the beverage alcohol market for many years to come.”

Within these demographics, we target the segments that are most likely to entertain at home and 
buy our product: 

Women, and Gay men, age 25-50.
Upwardly mobile status seekers with high disposable income.
Urban dwellers with access to specialty wine stores and fine-dining restaurants.
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Our strategy is to focus on these segments to build our core customer base. It is our belief that as 
our brand becomes popular with consumers, it will gain the attention of our secondary market, 
wine educators. This market is comprised of three main segments: 

Wine educators, direct to consumers: These include educators who present to consumer 
wine appreciation groups, and to any other group seeking to develop the “status skill” of 
being knowledgeable about wine. 
Educators for the trade: These include professional wine-trade organizations and those 
that educate retail and wholesale sales staff, servers, and wine buyers. 
Academia: Schools of oenology, culinary schools, and students in certification programs 
such as WSET and the Court of Master Sommeliers. 

4.2 Industry Analysis 

Just as our Target Market falls into two different groups, with the primary group being wine 
consumers and the secondary group being wine educators, our business falls into two different 
industries. The first is the games industry, specifically wine-party games. The second industry is 
wine education, specifically products that are tools to help in educating about wine. 

There is no direct competition to TYT and no similar products exist today. Our party kit includes 
patented wine faults aromas, and it helps wine consumers understand how wines are marketed 
through ratings and reviews. Our customers learn the industry-standard criteria used for evaluating 
and rating wines, and they learn how wine reviews and marketing material are written. 

Other wine-party games “dumb down” the wine evaluation process and none teach consumers 
how to understand and interpret wine reviews. And no competitor uses wine faults aromas in a 
fun and educational way to teach consumers how to detect a flawed or defective bottle of wine. 

There are six major producers of wine aroma kits in the world. None of them offer such a 
comprehensive approach to learning how to be a better wine consumer. Rather, each stresses the 
very esoteric skill of identifying discrete aromas in wine. Their markets are mostly academia and 
wine professionals. 
Our distribution channels and customer buying patterns are also different from the competition. 

Our channels are three-fold: 
1. Direct retail through Internet sales. 
2. Wholesale to high-end retailers, wineries, and wine accessories retailers. 
3. Direct retail to wine clubs, wine-tasting groups, wine educators, professional organizations  

and academia.
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5.0 Web Plan Summary 

The To Your Taste! Wine Party Kit Web site is a dynamic marketing tool for the company. The 
site provides information about our product and an e-commerce component, where the product 
can be purchased online at retail, or through a password-protected page for wholesale customers. 
The To Your Taste! Party Space, our social networking Web site, is the official online community 
for TYT partygoers. The site features Forums, Galleries, Calendars, and our Blog. Customers share 
opinions and “epiphanies” about wine, and post photos from parties. This site will be created and 
managed in-house; it is easy to maintain and update. 

5.1 Web Site Marketing Strategy 

We will leverage the marketing power of Amazon.com for search-engine optimization (SEO) to 
market our site, To Your Taste! Wine Party Kit. Additionally, our To Your Taste! Party Space site 
will have links to other wine-related sites and blogs, and we will post replies and comments on 
wine-related forums, blogs, and Web sites to draw attention to our sites. 

5.2 Development Requirements 

For the foreseeable future, the To Your Taste! Party Space will be maintained and updated in- 
house. We will host our Web Store on Amazon.com, which has many robust online tools to aid in 
the maintenance and enhancement of the site, and the reliability and support of Amazon exceeds 
industry standards.

6.0 Strategy and Implementation Summary 

We focus on a special kind of customer, the person who is an upwardly mobile status  seeker going 
beyond consumerism to show off his/her “STATUS SKILLS” as defined by  TrendWatching.com: 

“In economies that increasingly depend on (and thus value) creative thinking and acting, 
well-known status symbols tied to owning and consuming goods and services will find 
worthy competition from ‘STATUS SKILLS’: those skills that consumers are mastering to 
make the most of those same goods and services, bringing them status by being good at 
something, and the story telling that comes with it.” 

 In our case, the mastery of buying, consuming, and talking about wine. 

Our marketing strategy assumes that we need to go into specialty channels to address our target 
customer’s needs. The tie-in with the high-end quality wine retailers is ideal, because these retailers 
cater to our kind of customers. We position our product as the highest quality, offering status and 
prestige. Our most important competitive edge is our innovative format, our unique approach to 
wine party games, and the high value of the status skills our games teach. 
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6.1 SWOT Analysis 

This SWOT analysis provides us with an opportunity to examine the internal strengths and 
weaknesses TYT must address. It also allows us to examine the opportunities presented to TYT 
as well as potential threats. 

6.1.1 Strengths 

TYT takes an innovative, unique approach to wine-tasting parties and learning about wine. Our 
strengths include the following: 
1. Patented technology: The wine faults aromas included as part of Game 1: Taste It! are 

examples of the six major wine faults that can occur in a bottle of wine. No other wine game 
or wine party kit has these wine faults aromas and none use this unique approach to teach 
how to detect a bad bottle. 

2. Innovative format and approach: From our unique scrapbook format to our innovative 
approach to learning about wine and gaining confidence as a wine consumer.

3. Understanding of the market need: Based on seven years of research and experience with 
helping consumers buy wine. 

4. “Affordable Luxury” niche: Designed to appeal to status seekers with high disposable 
income, yet affordable to most wine consumers. 

5. Potential celebrity status of creator: Unlike competitor’s products, To Your Taste! was 
created by a woman who is passionate about wine and is passionate about this product and 
what it can do for wine consumers. Heidi McLain is the “face” of To Your Taste! and will 
become a “celebrity brand” like Paula Deen or Martha Stewart. 

6.1.2 Weaknesses 

TYT has strengths that are also potential weaknesses: 
1. Patented technology: Lack of direct ownership of the technology that is the cornerstone 

of TYT.
2. Innovative format and approach: Risk of not gaining market acceptance of the unique 

format and innovative approach. 
3. Potential celebrity status of creator: As a new product, our lack of brand awareness is a 

weakness. 

Other weaknesses that must be considered are as follows: 
1. Financial: Access to operating capital and availability of cash flow. 
2. Seasonality of the product: As a luxury gift item, its seasonal appeal is a weakness. 
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6.1.3 Opportunities 

The opportunities for To Your Taste! are as follows: 
1. Struggling economy: Consumers are staying home more and entertaining at home more 

because of high gas prices and the struggling economy. 
2. Growing market for food-and-wine lifestyle: Wine is becoming an important part of the 

upper- and middle-class lifestyle. 
3. Online communities: TYT has the opportunity to benefit from the growth of niche online 

communities through its To Your Taste! Party Space social networking site. 
4. Lifelong learning: Consumers are increasingly seeking to learn new skills throughout their 

lives; knowing about wine is a “status skill” and the TYT Kit is the best way to learn. 
5. Popularity of celebrity chefs and fine dining: Lead consumers to want to be able to order 

wine in a restaurant or buy wine for home consumption with confidence.

6.1.4 Threats 

The threats to TYT include the following: 
1. Intolerable price increases or unavailability: By supplier(s) of wine faults aromas.
2. Copycat competitors: While the wine faults aromas are patented, our product is not eligible 

for patent; there is a threat that copycat competitors will create a similar, cheaper product 
with inferior and unstable wine faults aromas and copy our innovative format and unique 
approach. 

3. Drunk driving legislation: There is an effort by Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) to 
get legislation passed to make interlock devices mandatory on all vehicles in the US, and 
to get the maximum blood-alcohol concentration (BAC) set between .02 and .04 on these 
devices. This means that if you have a glass of wine at a restaurant with dinner or at a friend’s 
party, you will not be able to drive home because the interlock will prevent your car from 
starting. 

6.2 Competitive Edge

TYT’s competitive edge is derived from its founder’s many years of research and experience 
helping wine consumers in selecting and buying wine. Her passion for all things ‘wine’ is renowned 
for its infectious nature and interpersonal qualities. Gatherings small and large invariably become 
exciting events when Heidi McLain is present to blend the universal affection for social convocation 
with the adventure of wine insights and tastes. With patented wine faults aromas, the TYT Kit 
is unique in format, design and innovation. The result is a very high quality product that stands 
alone as the ‘reference store’ for others who may attempt to compete in the marketplace, in the 
future. As the timeline for product development is necessarily measured in years, we anticipate 
that any competitive product will arrive in the marketplace, if at all, long after the TYT Kit has 
established a singular recognition as the market standard.
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6.3 Marketing Strategy 

Our marketing strategy is three-fold:
1. Heidi McLain, founder and creator of To Your Taste!, will be the personality and “face” of 

the brand. She will present the product in hands-on seminars at consumer and trade-focused 
gourmet food and wine festivals, conferences, and educational events; at gourmet and wine 
retailers; and to private groups. She will make personal appearances on wine- and food- 
related radio, television, and Internet programs. She has informally marketed and promoted 
To Your Taste! at numerous wine dinners, wine festivals, and wine club events throughout 
the country. Regular appearances on a variety of home/personal interest television talk shows 
is anticipated together with providing complementary kits to the one hundred prime movers 
in the wine world.

2. We will use technology-based marketing strategies. We will market and promote the product 
using e-mail marketing (i.e., Constant Contact) and through the To Your Taste! Party 
Space Web site and blog. We will leverage the marketing power of Amazon.com for search- 
engine optimization (SEO) to market our sites. Additionally, we will use pay-per-click Internet 
advertising and SEO software to drive traffic to the TYT Web sites. 

3. We will utilize “viral marketing” and “guerrilla marketing” strategies to build brand 
awareness. Heidi McLain has been building a large network of friends and family who will 
have TYT wine-tasting parties, with many guests as potential customers. She initially become 
a familiar face in the Washington metro area to influential members of the wine community, 
and then to leaders of wine-tasting organizations, wine educators, major wine retailers, and 
major media wine reviewers/editorialists across the country. She will market to her established 
network of customers, sommeliers, restaurateurs, wineries, and wine retailers and distributors.

6.4 Sales Strategy 

Our sales strategy for direct retail sales is via the Web. Through Amazon.com, we have an 
established direct-to-consumer Web site, toyourtastekit.com that will be responsible for order 
processing, fulfillment and returns. 

For wholesale, our strategy has two aspects. The first is to secure large-volume orders from 
major wine retail chains, including Total Wine & More, BevMo, and ABC Wine & Spirits, and from 
independent retailers, specifically those that do a large volume of business via Internet sales. 
These retailers include MacArthur Beverages in Washington, DC, Sherry-Lehmann in Manhattan, 
and Zachy’s in Scarsdale, NY. Ms. McLain will directly solicit and secure the product orders from 
the foregoing retailers. The second is to sell wholesale to wine accessories retailers, wineries, wine 
clubs, professional organizations and academia. Ms. McLain will personally and directly secure 
these product orders. Wholesale fulfillment will also be done by Amazon.com’s FBA program.  
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6.5 Sales Forecast 

Our sales forecast conservatively assures that a sound, growing market will develop promptly. 
Our product line will create a whole new category for wine party games. Our product is original, 
innovative and of the highest quality. Once our marketing builds brand awareness, our sales will 
increase exponentially. The established need for this product will drive our sales. Our market 
analysis supports this, and our main target segments have the disposable income ready to support 
this sales forecast. 

Our sales forecast is based on the current economy. With the economy in recession, consumers 
are focusing on ways to save money. The retail wine industry is resistant to recession (people buy 
alcohol regardless of the economy). Wine retailers are reaping the benefits of the weak economy. 
Rather than dining out, consumers are staying home and entertaining at home. The TYT Kit is 
ideal for home entertaining. 

Regardless of the economy, consumers are changing their driving habits and are driving less often 
and over shorter distances. Entertaining at home, with neighbors and friends who live close by, 
is becoming more popular. With the Internet, it is now possible (in most states) to buy wine, and 
our product, without ever leaving home. These two factors will drive sales.
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7.0 Management Summary 

Heidi L. McLain, founder and owner of To Your Taste For Wine, LLC, has seven years’ experience 
in wine sales and customer service with Total Wine & More, the largest independent wine retailer 
in the US. Concurrently, she owns and manages For Love Of Wine, LLC, the first and only wine-
catering company in the US. Prior to working in the wine industry, Ms. McLain had a 15-year 
career in IT training and management with Coopers & Lybrand and PricewaterhouseCoopers. 

The TYT rollout team: 

Graphic Ventures is an award-winning Columbia, Maryland design firm with clients ranging from 
commercial banks and small start-up businesses to national associations. For over 25 years we 
have provided custom design products to complement each clients’ image, objective, budget 
and schedule. An award-winning designer, Terri Moore has produced collateral for a variety 
of campaigns and events including conferences, membership campaigns, fundraising events, 
annual reports, logos, brochures, newsletters, and packaging design. Terri Moore, Owner,  
410-740-5394. 

Harry Ross and Associates, PC. Our clients range in size from small sole owners to larger companies 
with revenues between $10 and $50 million. This McLean, Virginia accountancy provides services 
that include financial statements, payrolls, income tax planning and preparation for individuals 
and businesses, bookkeeping. Our firm has been peer reviewed under the AICPA (American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants) and Virginia Board of Accountancy peer review program 
and received a clean opinion. Harry Ross, CPA, Owner 703-356-8808.
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7.1 Personnel Plan 

This personnel plan reflects our use of contractors and consultants, with only one fulltime 
employee. In future years, we my require additional employees for administration, clerical, sales, 
marketing and promotion, but we anticipate that we will continue to outsource most of the work to  
existing contractors. 
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8.0 Financial Plan 

The initial capital investment of $500,000 gives TYT the capital needed to fund projected 
production through Year 5, while providing a positive cash balance every year.

As mentioned previously in the Sales Forecast, our sales projections are conservative. The 
financial plan provides for sufficient funding to meet our operating and inventory expenses. 
Should actual sales be greater than projections, the increased revenue from sales could be used 
for additional inventory or dividend distributions to investors.

8.1 Break Even Analysis

The TYT break-even analysis illustrates a necessary minimum of 189 units in sales per month. 
Our sales forecast projects sufficient sales of 208 units per month in Year 1, 500 per month in Year 
2, 1083 per month in Year 3, 2083 per month in Year 4, and 2916 per month in Year 5.
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8.2 Projected Profit & Loss

As illustrated, we expect a healthy gross margin of 46.17% in Year 1, and gross margin near 
or in excess of 50% for every year thereafter. Our net profit is expected to be 1.45% in Year 1, 
increasing to 48.47% by Year 5.
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/'01.$ +(,-.'//!! +0*0.///!! +&.-/&.'*/!! +(.,*,.'*/!! +*.&&0.1*/!!
2)"13*$4#.*$#($/'01.$ +&01.*//!! +)/0.///!! +0*0.///!! +&.,*/.///!! +'.(&/.///!!
5*61"$4#.*.$#($/'01.$ +&&.'*/!! +').)0/!! +*&.)0/!! +*&.)0/!! +*&.)0/!!
7#*'0$4#.*$#($/'01.$ +&-0.1*/!! +)('.)0/!! +-/-.)0/!! +&.1/&.)0/!! +'.(,&.)0/!!

$ ! ! ! ! !
8"#..$9'":)+$ +&1/.)*/!! +)'*.*'/!! +--&.11/!! +&.-*).11/!! +'.1*1.'1/!!
8"#..$9'":)+$;$ ),2&13!! )-2*-3!! *'2&,3!! *(2),3!! *(2013!!

$ ! ! ! ! !
<=>1+.1.$ ! ! ! ! !
!'?"#00$ +,).,,/!! +&').///!! +&().///!! +&)*.'*/!! +&*,.0&'!!
9'"@1*)+:A!"#&#*)#+$ +').///!! +').///!! +').///!! +').///!! +').///!!
21>"13)'*)#+$ +'(.)*0!! +'(.)*0!! +'(.)*0!! +'(.)*0!! +'(.)*0!!
5(()31$B1+*$ +&.)/)!! +&.*//!! +&.*//!! +&.*//!! +&.*//!!
C*)0)*)1.$D$E+.F"'+31$ +(.*//!! +).///!! +).*//!! +,.///!! +1.*//!!
2F1.$'+,$/FG.3")>*)#+.$ +&.&00!! +&.'//!! +&.'//!! +&.'//!! +&.'//!!
91'0.$D$<+*1"*')+&1+*$ +&'.///!! +&'.///!! +&'.///!! +&'.///!! +&'.///!!
HF.)+1..$7"'I10$ +',.)//!! +',.)//!! +',.)//!! +',.)//!! +',.)//!!
<&>0#?11$H1+1()*.$ +1.0//!! +0.'0/!! +0.0/0!! +&'.///!! +&*.///!!
JF*#$<=>1+.1.$ +,0)!! +0.)//!! +0.)//!! +0.)//!! +0.)//!!

$ ! ! ! ! !
7#*'0$5>1"'*)+:$<=>1+.1.$ +&,*./-)!! +'((.'(0!! +')).',,!! +',/.'/0!! +'1,.'1/!!

$ ! ! ! ! !
K1*$!"#()*$H1(#"1$7'=1.$ +*.(*,!! +&-'.'0'!! +1)1.*/)!! +&.,-).*,'!! +'.)0&.///!!
K1*$!"#()*A/'01.$ LMNO;$$ PPMNL;$$ QRMQP;$$ NSMQO;$$ NTMNU;$$

!

!
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“ . . . and a palate of candied-ginger tree fr

uit
. . . ”
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8.3 Projected Cash Flow

The initial capital investment of $500,000 gives TYT the capital required to fund projected 
production through Year 5, while providing a positive cash balance and a positive cash flow 
every year.

!

!

!

!"#$%#"&'$(')*$%+#,$ $ $ $ $ $

$ !"#$%!&! !"#$%!'! !"#$%!(! !"#$%!)! !"#$%!*!

(')*$-"#&$./0"'12#3)$ +(,-.'//!! +0*0.///!! +&.-/&.'*/!! +(.,*,.'*/!! +*.&&0.1*/!!

$ ! ! ! ! !
45/036217"0)$-"#&$./0"'12#3)$ ! ! ! ! !
(')*$8/036239$:./;$45/03)0$+0))$<0/;=$ +&)&.,(,!! +'/-.10/!! +''/.0/0!! +'(,.1*/!! +'*'.0&'!!
>3?031#"@$!7"A*')0)$ +&-0.1*/!! +)('.)0/!! +-/-.)0/!! +&.1/&.)0/!! +'.(,&.)0/!!
B#1'+$./0"'12#3)$ +()/.(0,!! +,)'.',/!! +&.&(/.'00!! +&.-(0.'(/!! +'.,&).'-'!!

$ ! ! ! ! !
C01$(')*$%+#,$ +'0.0&)!! +'&*.1)/!! +11/.-,'!! +&.1&0./'/!! +'.*/).)*0!!
C01$(')*$>3A+76239$>3?031#"@$ DEFGHEIG$$ DJKLHLJG$$ DIHEJIHLIF$$ DEHLFMHLEF$$ DJHJNEHGMG$$
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8.4 Projected Balance Sheet

Our projected balance sheet shows an increase in net worth to more than $5.6 million 
in Year 5. 

!

!

!

!

!"#$%#"&'$(')'*+,$-.,,/$ $ $ $ $ $
011,/1$ !"#$%!&! !"#$%!'! !"#$%!(! !"#$%!)! !"#$%!*!

$ ! ! ! ! !
23"",*/$011,/1$ ! ! ! ! !
2'1.$ +&,*-*,)! +&).-*.)! +))&-*(,!! +&-(,.-**,!! +(-'&'-/&)!!
4*5,*/#"6$ +&01-.*/! +)('-)1/! +0/0-)1/! +&-./&-)1/! +'-(,&-)1/!
7#/')$23"",*/$011,/1$ +(,)-(&)!! +*1/-/*)!! +&-(*&-/&,!! +(-/,0-/(,!! +*-*.(-)0)!!

$ ! ! ! ! !
8#*9:/,"&$011,/1$ ! ! ! ! !
;<=$ +&,)-*//!! +&,)-*//!! +&,)-*//!! +&,)-*//!! +&,)-*//!!
0++3&3)'/,>$=,?",+@'/@#*$ +'(-)*1!! +),-0&,!! +./-(.)!! +0(-1('!! +&&.-'0/!!
7#/')$8#*9:/,"&$011,/1$ +&)&-/)'!! +&&.-*1)!! +0)-&',!! +./-,,1!! +).-'&/!!
7#/')$011,/1$ +*/*-(*,!! +,0.-,(1!! +&-))*-&)'!! +(-&(0-./)!! +*-,'/-./)!!

$ ! ! ! ! !
8@'A@)@/@,1$<$2'?@/')$ $ $ $ $ $

$ ! ! ! ! !
7#/')$8@'A@)@/@,1$ +/!! +/!! +/!! +/!! +/!!

$ ! ! ! ! !
!'@>:@*$2'?@/')$ +*//-///!! +*//-///!! +*//-///!! +*//-///!! +*//-///!!
;,/'@*,>$B'"*@*91$ +/!! +*-(*,!! +&0.-,(1!! +0)*-&)'!! +'-,(0-./)!!
B'"*@*91$ +*-(*,!! +&0'-'1'!! +.).-*/)!! +&-,0)-*,'!! +'-)1&-///!!
7#/')$2'?@/')$ +*/*-(*,!! +,0.-,(1!! +&-))*-&)'!! +(-&(0-./)!! +*-,'/-./)!!
7#/')$8@'A@)@/@,1$<$2'?@/')$ +*/*-(*,!! +,0.-,(1!! +&-))*-&)'!! +(-&(0-./)!! +*-,'/-./)!!

$ ! ! ! ! !
C,/$D#"/.$ EFGFHIFJ$$ EJKLHJIM$$ ENHOOFHNOP$$ EIHNIKHLGO$$ EFHJPGHLGO$$

!
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This
 is 

a gr
eat kit—I’m going to buy one!

8.5 Ratios

!

!

!

!

!"#$%&'(")*+$+& & & & & &

& !"#$%!&! !"#$%!'! !"#$%!(! !"#$%!)! !"#$%!*!

,")-+&./%0#1& +,++-!! &(',(.-!! &'&,*.-!! .',(&-!! )+,++-!!

& ! ! ! ! !
2-/3-(#&%4&5%#")&'++-#+& ! ! ! ! !
5%#")&67//-(#&'++-#+& /',+.-!! 0(,&*-!! .(,).-!! ./,/*-!! ..,&1-!!
8%(9:#-/;&'++-#+& '/,.&-!! &1,0*-!! 1,*&-!! ','*-!! +,0)-!!
5%#")&'++-#+& &++,++-!! &++,++-!! &++,++-!! &++,++-!! &++,++-!!

& ! ! ! ! !
2-/3-(#&%4&,")-+& ! ! ! ! !
,")-+& &++,++-!! &++,++-!! &++,++-!! &++,++-!! &++,++-!!
./%++&<"/9$(& )1,&/-!! ).,*.-!! *',&1-!! *(,)1-!! *(,0/-!!
,-))$(9=&.-(-/")&>&'?;$($+#/"#$@-&ABC-(+-+& )),/'-!! '/,&0-!! &',0*-!! /,&'-!! *,)+-!!
'?@-/#$+$(9&ABC-(+-+& 1,*+-!! ',0+-!! &,'1-!! +,11-!! +,)/-!!
2/%4$#&D-4%/-&E(#-/-+#&"(?&5"B-+& &,)*-!! '',)&-!! (.,('-!! )1,(*-!! )0,)/-!!

& ! ! ! ! !
2/-:#"B&!-#7/(&%(&'++-#+& &,+1-!! '/,*1-!! *&,/(-!! *(,./-!! )),&)-!!
F-#&2/%4$#&<"/9$(& &,)*-!! '',)&-!! (.,('-!! )1,(*-!! )0,)/-!!
!-#7/(&%(&AG7$#*& &,+1-!! '/,*1-!! *&,/(-!! *(,./-!! )),&)-!!

& ! ! ! ! !
F-#&H%/I$(9&6"C$#")& 2(1)3(&)!! 2*0+3+*)!! 2&3(*&3+&1!! 2(3+1.3+(1!! 2*3*/(3).)!!

& ! ! ! ! !
'++-#+&#%&,")-+& &,(/!! +,0&!! +,/1!! +,01!! &,&+!!
,")-+JF-#&H%/#1& KLMN&& OLPN&& OLNP&& OLOQ&& KLRO&&

!
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Appendix:  First-year monthly sales forecast

00

!

!

!

!

!"#$%&'()$*"%+& ,(-+.&/& ,(-+.&0& ,(-+.&1& ,(-+.&2& ,(-+.&3& ,(-+.&4& ,(-+.&5& ,(-+.&6& ,(-+.&7& ,(-+.&/8& ,(-+.&//& ,(-+.&/0&

9-:+&;(%+%& ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

<=<&>")+?&@:+&A&B$+":#& "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!!

<=<&>")+?&@:+&A&C.(#$%"#$& "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!! "#$%&&!!

;(%+&(D&E((F%&!(#F& ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

<=<&>")+?&@:+&A&B$+":#& "#$&!! "'()#$!! "*(+&&!! "#('&&!! "'()#$!! "*(&&&!! "*(&&&!! "*(&&&!! ",,(,&&!! "#('&&!! "*(+&&!! "*(+&&!!

<=<&>")+?&@:+&A&C.(#$%"#$& "*(&&&!! ")(-$&!! ",,(#&&!! ",'(-&&!! ")(-$&!! ",,('$&!! ",,('$&!! ",,('$&!! "'+($$&!! ",$(*&&!! ",,(#&&!! ",,(#&&!!

<(+"#&;(%+&(D&E((F%&!(#F& "*(#$&!! "#()'$!! ",$(*&&!! "'&(,&&!! "#()'$!! ",)('$&!! ",)('$&!! ",)('$&!! "*#(+$&!! "''($&&!! ",$(*&&!! ",$(*&&!!

9-:+&>):*$%& ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

<=<&>")+?&@:+&A&B$+":#& ",-$! ",-$! ",-$! ",-$! ",-$! ",-$! ",-$! ",-$! ",-$! ",-$! ",-$! ",-$!

<=<&>")+?&@:+&A&C.(#$%"#$& ",*&! ",*&! ",*&! ",*&! ",*&! ",*&! ",*&! ",*&! ",*&! ",*&! ",*&! ",*&!

9-:+&!"#$%& ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

<=<&>")+?&@:+&A&B$+":#& ,&!! **!! ).!! -+!! **!! )&!! )&!! )&!! ,).!! -+!! ).!! ).!!

<=<&>")+?&@:+&A&C.(#$%"#$& )&!! ++!! ,$+!! ,#'!! ++!! ,$&!! ,$&!! ,$&!! *$)!! '&)!! ,$+!! ,$+!!

<(+"#&9-:+&!"#$%& $&!! --!! '&)!! '+.!! --!! ,-&!! ,-&!! ,-&!! $&'!! *&&!! '&)!! '&)!!

<(+"#&!"#$%& ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

<=<&>")+?&@:+&A&B$+":#& ",(-$&!! "+()*$!! "-(*+&!! ",.(#'&!! "+()*$!! "#(.&&!! "#(.&&!! "#(.&&!! "'.(.+&!! ",.(#'&!! "-(*+&!! "-(*+&!!

<=<&>")+?&@:+&A&C.(#$%"#$& "$('&&!! ".($.&!! "'&('.&!! "''(*+&!! ".($.&!! ",-($&&!! ",-($&&!! ",-($&&!! ")+(&'&!! "'+($'&!! "'&('.&!! "'&('.&!!

<(+"#&!"#$%&& G5H/38&& G/3H8/3&& G07H428&& G2/H868&& G/3H8/3&& G05H188&& G05H188&& G05H188&& G52H668&& G23H028&& G07H428&& G07H428&&
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There’s so much more to learn . . .

What fine wine retailers are saying about the To Your Taste!® Wine Pary Kit:

01

The King Farm Wine Shop

“Interesting…
very comprehensive...it’s compatible with 
our store and our clientele…there’s nothing 
else like it, and I think that’s why people 
would buy it…” 

— Bob Starr, Store Manager

“It’s fun…
looks good…I think your target market is 
perfect for this item.”

— Cecile Giannangeli, Owner

Other fine wine retailers who have expressed interest:

!"#$%&'(%)*+,+%"-+.
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